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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. During a post Mesh deployment survey, an
engineer notices that frame collisions occur when MAP-1 and
MAP-3 talk to RAP-2 Which type of issue does the engineer need
to address in the design?
A. co-channel interference
B. backhaul latency
C. exposed node
D. hidden node
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/solutions/Enterprise/Mobility/
emob30dg/WiMesh.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has a Power Systems server with IBM i installed and
must reduce the run time of a read-intensive batch job. Why
does the use of Solid State Drives (SSDs) support this request?
A. IBM i single level storage improves the performance of SSDs.
B. IBM i supports multiple file types which leverage the use of
SSDs.
C. IBM i performance is improved with SSDs due to on-board
cache.
D. IBM i automatically moves the most active files to the SSDs.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are troubleshooting a TCP connection that is not being
optimized. On the Current Connections report, you expand the
connection and see the pass-through reason is 'Pre-existing
connection'. Without restarting the oprimization service, how
could you get this connection to optimize?
A. Create a fixed-target in-path rule for the source and
destination hosts.
B. Reset the connection in the Current Connections report.
C. Enable Simplified Routing in 'all' mode.
D. Enable auto-kick-off on the default in-path rule.
E. Create a full-transparency in-path rule for the source and
destination hosts.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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